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	Title: It's Getting Hot In Here 
	School: Sanford Schools Sanford, CO 
	Sponsor: Jenni Miller
	Abstract: A horse’s leg boot is supposed to protect them. Protection means to prevent something from being harmed or injured.  Could a horse boot actually hurt the horse if the leg’s temperature increases too much?  I want to make sure that the boots I put on my horse are protecting her and not causing damage to her legs.   

I will use my horse, Bella, for my experiment.  During the experiment, I will need to exercise her to see if the temperature of the leg increases. The experiment will be completed twice. The experiment will be done in my pasture where the ground is softer for my horse.  I will take the outside temperature and the bare leg temperature of my horse’s leg and then put one of the boots on and exercise my horse for a certain amount of time. I will remove the boot and quickly take the temperature of the leg.  I will repeat this process for each of the boots/wraps I am testing.  

I have learned that the wrap keeps my horse the coolest, and the Back on Track boot made the leg hot, so I will not use those to exercise my horse. I also learned that the boot I’m using keeps my horse’s leg the most protected, but at the same time I can’t leave them on all day because they are one of the hottest. On really hot days, I would use a wrap to protect my horse’s legs.
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